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Abstract16

Sea ice formation processes occur on sub-grid scales and the detailed physics describing17

the processes are therefore not generally represented in climate models. One likely con-18

sequence of this is the premature closing of areas of open water in model simulations,19

which may result in a misrepresentation of heat and gas exchange between the ocean and20

atmosphere. This work demonstrates the implementation of a more realistic model of21

sea ice formation, introducing grease ice as a wind- and oceanic- stress-dependant inter-22

mediary state between water and new sea ice. We use the fully coupled land-atmosphere-23

ocean- sea ice model, HadGEM3-GC3.1 and perform a three member ensemble with the24

new grease ice scheme from 1964 to 2013. Comparing our sea ice results with the exist-25

ing ensemble without grease ice formation shows an increase in sea ice thickness and vol-26

ume in the Arctic. In the Antarctic, including grease ice processes results in large local27

changes to both simulated sea ice concentration and thickness, but no change to the to-28

tal area or volume.29

Plain Language Summary30

The way that new sea ice forms in most climate models may result in new sea ice31

forming more quickly than it does in reality, prematurely closing areas of open water that32

are important to heat and gas exchange between the ocean and atmosphere, and impact-33

ing the albedo, and therefore the radiation budget, of the planet. In this work, we im-34

plement a more realistic representation of how new sea ice forms in a fully coupled cli-35

mate model, and demonstrate the effect using an ensemble of historical climate simu-36

lations.37

1 Introduction38

Large scale climate models struggle to accurately calculate Arctic sea ice volume39

(Shu et al., 2015) and thickness (Stroeve et al., 2014; Langehaug et al., 2013), and to cap-40

ture trends in Antarctic sea ice extent (Turner et al., 2013). Various processes represented41

in the models have been investigated to explain this, including natural variability (Zunz42

et al., 2013), winds (Holland & Kwok, 2012) and melting ice shelves (Pauling et al., 2017).43

The latest generation of climate models include a more detailed representation of sea ice44

processes (Ridley et al., 2018) and here we build on those advances by implementing a45

more sophisticated representation of sub-grid scale sea ice formation processes in a fully46

coupled climate model that includes feedbacks between changes to the atmosphere, ocean47

and sea ice. We calculate historical climate simulations using our modified model and48

compare the representation of the simulated sea ice to that simulated from the same model49

without our modifications.50

An important mode of sea ice formation results from ocean supercooling. Where51

the temperature of ocean water is lower than its salinity-dependant freezing tempera-52

ture, supercooling occurs and frazil crystals may form. These small buoyant ice crystals53

rise to the surface and freeze to the underside of existing sea ice, thickening it. This mech-54

anism for sea ice thickening depends on the supercooling of water at the ocean-sea ice55

interface, and is different to congelation growth, which is the downward growth of ice56

crystals into the underlying water (Maksym, 2012). While most climate models broadly57

agree on the total sea ice mass budget, the partitioning of growth between these two pro-58

cesses varies between models and is likely to change as the climate warms, particularly59

in the Arctic where the increased open water area will make frazil growth increasingly60

important (Keen et al., 2020). It is important that both processes are represented ap-61

propriately in models so that the simulated sea ice continues to be realistic as the par-62

titioning evolves. In completely calm conditions, frazil crystals can form a continuous,63

thin, flexible layer of sea ice over the open water surface, known as nilas and observed,64

for example by Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) and Winsor and Björk (2000). If there65
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is wind- or ocean-driven turbulence, the frazil crystals mix with surface waters to form66

a slushy mix referred to as grease ice.67

Supercooling may arise in response to river drainage or the mixing of ocean masses68

with different salinities (Martin & Kauffman, 1981; Foldvik & Kvinge, 1974). More com-69

monly, it follows from a buoyant freshwater flux at depth, for example beneath Antarc-70

tic ice shelves (Lewis & Perkin, 1986, 1983), or in response to extreme atmospheric sur-71

face cooling, for example in leads and polynyas, where frazil created at the surface is mixed72

downwards by wind-generated turbulence (Morales Maqueda et al., 2004). Polynyas are73

holes in the sea ice (or areas where ice does not form), created primarily by either strong74

offshore winds or by the creation of ‘hot spots’ driven by warm waters upwelling or, in75

the Arctic, by solar heating (Morales Maqueda et al., 2004), while leads are fractures in76

sea ice caused by internal stresses. It is also possible for snow to be blown from the sea77

ice surface into areas of open water, creating a slush that is distinguishable from a frazil-78

formed layer of grease ice only through isotope analysis in a laboratory (Weeks, 2010;79

Smedsrud & Skogseth, 2006).80

At present, most climate models remove supercooling from the surface of the ocean81

by transforming the energy deficit to a volume of new sea ice using the latent heat of freez-82

ing for ice (e.g., The Los Alamos National Laboraory sea ice model, CICE (Hunke et al.,83

2015), which constitutes the sea ice component of several climate models). This means84

that no grease ice is created and new sea ice forms instantly in response to surface su-85

percooling, regardless of whether conditions are calm or turbulent. In reality, if grease86

ice forms, then it may persist for several days before atmospheric cooling causes the wa-87

ter fraction to solidify to create sea ice (Smedsrud & Skogseth, 2006). Exposure to a warm88

atmosphere may cause the solid fraction to melt and the grease ice may reduce, or dis-89

appear altogether without ever forming new sea ice. This could mean that sea ice in cli-90

mate models forms too fast, and areas of open water may close more quickly in the mod-91

els than is realistic. Where grease ice forms close to sea ice in the real world, the grease92

ice may be ‘herded’ against the sea ice edge by atmospheric and oceanic stress, leading93

to an uneven grease ice thickness distribution, and sometimes leaving part of the water94

area free from grease ice (Smedsrud, 2011; Skogseth et al., 2009; Smedsrud & Skogseth,95

2006; Martin & Kauffman, 1981). This herding effect cannot be represented without grease96

ice being represented in the model, and omitting it could contribute further to the pre-97

mature freezing over of leads and polynyas, and result in new sea ice created in the model98

being too thin, with impacts for sea ice and for atmospheric and oceanic processes that99

are coupled to it. These processes include heat and gas exchange between the polar ocean100

and atmosphere, which generally cools the upper ocean and warms the lower atmosphere101

(Morales Maqueda et al., 2004), and is inhibited by sea ice cover (Stephens & Keeling,102

2000). Polynyas and leads therefore directly affect ocean and atmosphere heat and car-103

bon dioxide cycles, as well as impacting the planetary radiation budget by reducing the104

surface albedo as dark holes in the relatively reflective ice (Brandt et al., 2005). In the105

Antarctic, coastal polynyas are a major source of sea ice production as extreme atmo-106

spheric cooling and strong offshore winds drive supercooling and the formation of grease107

ice, which is driven away from the coast by the strong winds, solidifying into new sea ice108

(which is also transported by the wind) and exposing the polynya surface water to fur-109

ther cooling (Morales Maqueda et al., 2004). Appropriate representation of polynyas in110

coupled climate models is therefore important for a realistic representation of sea ice for-111

mation and for realistic realisations of the atmospheric and oceanic processes that are112

coupled to it.113

The importance of representing biological processes in climate simulations is in-114

creasingly recognised (Sellar et al., 2019; Duarte et al., 2017), and moden climate mod-115

els, known as Earth System Models (ESMs), include these, e.g., Sellar et al. (2019). Open116

water areas within sea ice are important for plankton (Arrigo et al., 1999) and macro-117

fauna (Stirling, 1997), making the appropriate representation of leads and polynyas in-118
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creasingly important. Sea ice one of the largest known biomes on Earth (Dieckmann &119

Hellmer, 2010), and high latitude biological processes impact on global marine ecosys-120

tems and on global climate through interactions between biota incorporated in the sea121

ice and the atmosphere and ocean (Vancoppenolle et al., 2013; Melnikov et al., 2002).122

Realistic representation of these processes in ESMs requires grease ice to be represented123

because, to be incorporated into sea ice, biota are scavenged from the ambient ocean wa-124

ter and first incorporated into grease ice (Gradinger & Ikvalko, 1998), which then freezes125

to become sea ice.126

A coupled climate model includes wider atmospheric and oceanic processes that127

are likely to largely determine the volume of sea ice produced in the model, and biases128

in these are likely to dominate over any biases in the detailed sea ice formation calcu-129

lations. For example, overestimation of the Arctic sea ice mass budget has been attributed130

to mainly atmospheric processes (Keen et al., 2020). However, a more physically real-131

istic representation of sea ice formation makes the location and rate of sea ice growth132

more realistic. At present, no model that accounts for feedbacks between sea ice and at-133

mosphere and ocean includes grease ice. Few field observations are available for grease134

ice because of the logistical difficulties of reaching and working in areas where it forms.135

This paucity of data is partly why grease ice processes are generally not represented in136

large scale global climate models. Another reason is the computational expense of in-137

cluding subgrid scale processes in a relatively coarse global model. Despite these chal-138

lenges, a parameterization has been proposed to represent grease ice processes within leads139

in large scale models (Smedsrud, 2011). The method has been demonstrated for partially140

ice-covered cells only in a sea ice model (Wilchinsky et al., 2015), and in a coupled sea141

ice-ocean model (Smedsrud & Martin, 2015). These previous works suggest that includ-142

ing grease ice processes in climate simulations results in thicker sea ice and an altered143

spatial distribution. However because the models were not fully coupled, the atmospheric144

forcings experienced by the grease ice were unaffected by any changes to the sea ice. There-145

fore the atmospheric forcings may not have been consistent with the simulated sea ice,146

and feedbacks between different components of the climate system were not considered.147

Here we extend those works to include a representation of grease ice processes in the cou-148

pled land-atmosphere-ocean-sea ice model, HadGEM3-GC3.1. In contrast to previous149

works, atmospheric and oceanic feedbacks that result from changes to the sea ice, driven150

by the inclusion of grease ice processes, are accounted for. Further differences from pre-151

vious studies are that grease ice is considered for grid cells that are both ice-free and par-152

tially ice-covered, and either grease ice or nilas may form depending on whether condi-153

tions are calm or turbulent. In addition to making sea ice formation more realistic in the154

model calculations, the changes implemented here facilitate future ESM development,155

outwith the scope of this work, to account for biological processes in sea ice environments.156

We assess the effect of implementing the grease ice scheme on modelled sea ice concen-157

tration and thickness, using an ensemble of historical simulations from 1964 to 2013, and158

use data derived from observations for the latter part of the same period as reference where159

possible. We note that the inclusion of new physical processes in a climate model gen-160

erally necessitates retuning of the model, since previous tuning is likely to have accounted161

somewhat for the missing physics (Hourdin et al., 2017; Notz, 2015; Flato et al., 2013).162

Therefore, despite making model calculations more physically realistic, including a new163

process rarely results in closer agreement between observations and the simulated cli-164

mate without further development effort to address the tuning. Nonetheless, it is prefer-165

able for climate models to include a physically accurate representation of processes where166

possible because tuning is unlikely to allow for the full range of physically possible re-167

sponses to changes in other parts of the coupled climate system.168
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2 Model Description169

The new scheme is implemented in the coupled atmosphere-land-ocean-sea ice model,170

HadGEM3-GC3.1, the physical core of the UK and New Zealand Earth System Mod-171

els (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2017). For the ocean component, GO6, based172

on NEMO3.6 (Madec & team, 2016), see Storkey et al. (2018), and for the sea ice com-173

ponent, GSI8.1, based CICE5.1 (Hunke et al., 2015), see Ridley et al. (2018). The at-174

mosphere component is provided by the Unified Model, using the GA7.1 configuration,175

and the land component is the JULES model, configured as GL7.1 (Walters et al., 2019).176

The ORCA1 grid (nominally 1° resolution) was used for the sea ice and ocean, with 75177

vertical ocean layers, and the atmosphere model was run at 1.875° by 1.25° resolution,178

with 85 vertical levels. Simulations were implemented on the global domain.179

In the model, sea ice is assigned to one of five thickness categories, and may move180

to a different category as it thins or thickens. Sea ice belonging to different categories181

can co-exist in the same grid cell, and the sum of the concentration for the different cat-182

egories gives the total ice concentration for the cell (ice concentration is the fraction of183

the grid cell covered by sea ice). In the standard scheme, if the ocean surface temper-184

ature is below its salinity-dependant freezing temperature, new sea ice forms. The amount185

of supercooling is transformed to an equivalent ice volume using the latent heat of freez-186

ing for ice. If there is no open water in the cell, then the new ice volume freezes to the187

existing sea ice, proportioned between the different ice categories according to their rel-188

ative concentrations in the cell. If there is open water in the cell, then the new ice vol-189

ume forms a layer of new sea ice of uniform thickness over the open water portion of the190

cell, with a minimum thickness of 5 cm (‘collection depth’), and a maximum thickness191

of 60 cm (the minimum thickness requirement means that it may only partially fill the192

open water part of the cell). If the volume of new ice is greater than can be accommo-193

dated in the open water part of the cell, then the water fraction is covered with 60 cm194

thick new sea ice, and the remaining new ice is distributed between the categories of ex-195

isting sea ice.196

An appropriate collection depth is important for appropriate partitioning of sea ice197

growth between frazil and congelation processes, which is likely to become more impor-198

tant as the climate warms and the partitioning changes (Keen et al., 2020). Congelation199

growth is generally stronger for thinner ice, and so the collection depth, which determines200

new sea ice thickness, largely determines the transition from frazil to congelation growth.201

In general, a thicker collection depth results in a greater proportion of frazil growth (Keen202

et al., 2020). An earlier study using a forced model found a similar increase in frazil-driven203

sea ice growth when the collection depth was raised from 5 cm to 30 cm and when a grease204

ice scheme was implemented (Wilchinsky et al., 2015), but it is not clear that the same205

behaviour would occur in a coupled model. That study also showed that grease ice thick-206

ness, when coupled to wind and ocean properties and to sea ice thickness, is more vari-207

able than a fixed collection depth, making the resulting sea ice thickness distribution more208

realistic than that calculated using a fixed collection depth (Wilchinsky et al., 2015). In-209

cluding grease ice with a thickness coupled to ocean, wind and sea ice thickness makes210

the parametrisation more physically complete and future proofs the representation of sea211

ice formation in the model, ensuring it responds appropriately to changes elsewhere in212

the climate system. Representing grease ice in the model has the additional advantage213

of facilitating future ESM development to include biological processes, as described in214

Section 1.215

3 Grease Ice Scheme216

The new scheme is outlined in Figure 1. The surface ocean freeze-melt potential217

is converted to an ice volume as in the standard model. If the cell is ice covered, then218

the new ice volume freezes to, and thickens, the existing sea ice as in the standard scheme.219
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If there is any open water in the cell, then the magnitude of the combined wind and ocean220

stress is calculated. If the net stress is zero, then no grease ice forms, and the new ice221

volume constitutes new sea ice, which forms as nilas. If the stress magnitude is greater222

than zero, and there is open water present, then we implement the grease ice scheme.223

Under the scheme, the new ice volume is not immediately considered to be new sea ice.224

Instead, some of it constitutes a volume of frazil ice, which makes up the solid fraction225

of a layer of grease ice in the open water part of the cell, comprised of 25% frazil and226

75% sea water. This follows the convention set by previous model studies (Heorton et227

al., 2017; Wilchinsky et al., 2015; Smedsrud & Martin, 2015). If there is grease ice in the228

cell persisting from the previous time step, then this is added to the new grease ice vol-229

ume. Note that, for the purposes of this work, ‘grease ice’ is distinct from ‘sea ice’ and230

does not contribute to the values for sea ice concentration or volume (unless/until it freezes231

to become new sea ice, at which point it is no longer considered to be grease ice). We232

continue to refer to the open water fraction of a grid cell as open water, regardless of whether233

the water contains grease ice or not, i.e., the sea ice concentration and water concentra-234

tion sum to unity. Note also that although the volume of grease ice is preserved between235

timesteps, the concentration and thickness of the grease are recalculated each timestep.236

In most cases, supercooling giving rise to frazil formation is driven by atmospheric237

cooling, and so it may be reasonable to assume that frazil produced in a partially ice-238

covered cell is concentrated in the open water fraction of the cell. However, it is also pos-239

sible for supercooling to result from mixing of waters with different salinities, e.g., where240

ocean masses meet, or where rivers or ice shelf melt provide freshwater fluxes (Martin241

& Kauffman, 1981). In these cases, it is unrealistic for all the frazil created in a cell to242

be concentrated in the open water, and in some cases this assumption could lead to prob-243

lems. For example, if sea ice concentration is high, then forcing all frazil to be concen-244

trated in a relatively small area of open water could lead to the formation of an unre-245

alistically thick grease ice layer. Therefore, in partially ice-covered cells, not all of the246

frazil produced from surface supercooling is used to create grease ice. Instead, grease ice247

is created from only a proportion of the total frazil that is equal to the cell open water248

concentration. The remainder of the frazil thickens the existing sea ice (for ice-free cells,249

all frazil produced in the cell becomes part of the grease ice). Ideally, the origin of the250

supercooling (and hence of the frazil) would be determined from other model parame-251

ters and used to determine whether the frazil should be concentrated in the open wa-252

ter or not. For example a full mixed layer model could be used to create frazil crystals253

in the water column, as demonstrated in Wilchinsky et al. (2015), however that mixed254

layer model was not compatible with a coupled ocean model. The scheme presented here255

represents an improvement over the standard configuration (where no grease ice forms256

at all) but may underestimate the volume of grease ice in many cases.257

3.1 Grease Concentration and Thickness258

For ice-free cells, the grease ice volume, Vg, is distributed evenly over the cell, giv-259

ing grease ice concentration Cg = 1, and grease thickness Hg = Vg/Cg (grease ice con-260

centration is the fraction of the grid cell area covered by grease ice). Since the surface261

area covered by a grid cell varies at high latitudes in the ORCA grid, calculations in the262

sea ice model are carried out with respect to concentration (which is unitless) rather than263

area. Volume is calculated in the model as the product of concentration and depth, and264

therefore has units of meters (grid cell area is generally used in post processing and anal-265

ysis to convert this to cubic meters).266

For partially ice-covered cells, all open water is assumed to represent leads in the267

sea ice. A lead-sea ice element is conceptualized as extending the full width of the cell,268

with length Y , made of sea ice length Li and lead length Ll, see Figure 2a, where Hi and269

Hg are the sea ice and grease ice thicknesses respectively. The grease ice has span Lg,270

which may not equal Ll if conditions are conducive to herding as described below. Sea271
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Figure 1. Outline of the new grease ice scheme, see text for detailed description. Steps that

are unchanged from the standard scheme are outlined in red.

ice in each thickness category that is present in the cell makes up the lead walls for a frac-272

tion of the lead length proportional to that category’s relative concentration, see Fig-273
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ure 2b. We set the length of the lead-sea ice element, Y = 5 km, sea ice length, Li =274

Y Ci and lead length, Ll = Y − Li, following Wilchinsky et al. (2015) (Ci is ice con-275

centration). This means that for a cell with Ci = 0.9, Ll = 500 m.276

Figure 2. (a) Cross-sectional lead-sea ice element used for implementation of the grease ice

scheme in cells with partial sea ice cover; (b) The lead-sea ice element, viewed from above.

3.1.1 No Herding277

If there is insufficient open water to create leads of at least 10 m length, i.e., Ll <278

10, then herding does not occur (Heorton et al., 2017; Smedsrud & Skogseth, 2006) and279

the grease ice is spread in a layer of uniform thickness over the lead surface (Figure 2a).280

If the grease layer is thicker than the sea ice for any part of the lead, then the grease ice281

thickness is reduced to match the sea ice for that lead section, Hg = Hi. The solid frac-282

tion of the grease ice that is thereby removed from the lead thickens the sea ice in this283

category, and the water fraction drains to the ocean.284

Where Ci is low, some grease ice may form at large distances from ice floes and is285

unlikely to all be herded against ice edges, or to all overflow onto ice floes (note there286

is no distinction in the model between under- and over-flowing). For cells with Ci < 0.05,287

any grease ice therefore forms a uniformly thick layer in the open water part of the cell.288

The grease ice thickness is compared to the sea ice thickness for the different categories289

of existing ice, and if Hg > Hi, then some grease ice overflows onto the sea ice of that290

category. For each existing ice category, the volume of overflowed grease ice is V o
g = Ci(Hg−291

Hi), and the volume of grease ice in the water is updated: Vg = Vg − V o
g . This treat-292

ment means that grease ice remaining in the open water may be thicker than the exist-293

ing sea ice, but it is considered more realistic than piling grease ice formed over a large294

open water area onto small ice floes, potentially thickening them by an unrealistically295

high amount.296

3.1.2 Herding297

For cells with Ci > 0.05 and Ll > 10, grease ice may be subject to herding, i.e.,298

may be piled up against (and overflow onto) the sea ice by atmospheric and oceanic stress,299

forming a wedge shape (Figure 2a) rather than being distributed in a layer of even thick-300
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ness (Heorton et al., 2017; Wilchinsky et al., 2015; Smedsrud & Martin, 2015; Smedsrud,301

2011). We follow Wilchinsky et al. (2015) and project the stress onto the leads, some-302

what arbitrarily assuming all leads to be orientated at 30° to the stress direction (HadGEM3-303

GC3.1 contains no information on sub-grid scale lead orientation). Using the projected304

stress to implement the model proposed by Smedsrud (2011), we calculate the concen-305

tration and thickness of the herded grease ice in the lead, and the volume of any grease306

ice that overflows onto the sea ice, V o
g for each lead part i.e., for each part of the lead307

that has walls corresponding to a specific ice thickness category (Figure 2b).308

Assuming the thick end of the grease ice wedge has thickness Hi, Equation (1) de-309

termines the maximum possible span of grease ice that the lead can accommodate, Lmax
g ,310

from the stress, τ , and the granular resistance of the grease ice, kr (Figure 3). Note that311

this is the maximum span available for the grease ice to occupy, and the actual span (cal-312

culated later) may be smaller if there is insuffcient grease ice to fill this span. The gran-313

ular resistance, kr, can be thought of as the resistance of the grease ice to a solid wall314

moving through it, with units Nm-3. If the wall exerts force (per unit length of wall),315

F , over a grease ice depth, Hg, then the wall will move with constant speed, i.e., the re-316

sistive force from the grease ice will match F , if F = krH
2
g (Smedsrud, 2011). If the317

lead is not wide enough to accommodate Lmax
g (i.e., Lmax

g > Ll), then the wedge is trun-318

cated (Figure 3b). In this case, we set Lmax
g = Ll, and calculate the thickness of the319

thin end of the wedge, Hmin
g , from Equation (2). If the wedge is not truncated (Figure320

3a), then Hmin
g = 0.321

Lmax
g = max

{
krH

2
i

τ
, Ll

}
(1)322

Hmin
g =

√
H2

i −
(
Ll

τ

kr

)
(2)323

Figure 3. Cross-section of the wedge shape occupied by herded grease ice in a lead with the

maximum possible grease ice span, Lmax
g : (a) when the maximum span can be accommodated

in the lead; (b) when the wedge shape is truncated so that the maximum grease ice span can be

contained within the lead.

Having defined the wedge shape corresponding to the largest grease ice span allowed324

by τ , Hi, kr and Ll, we follow Wilchinsky et al. (2015) and use Equation (3) to calcu-325
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late the corresponding grease ice volume, V max
g . This is the maximum grease ice volume326

that can be accommodated in the lead without overflowing.327

V max
g =

2kr
3τ

((
Lmax
g

τ

kr
+Hmin

g

2
) 3

2

−Hmin
g

3

)
(3)328

If V max
g is greater than the actual volume of grease ice, Vg, then all the grease ice329

can be accommodated in the lead and there is no overflowing. Continuing to follow Wilchinsky330

et al. (2015), the actual span of the grease ice, Lg, is then given by Equation (4).331

Lg =
kr
τ

(
3τVg
2kr

) 2
3

(4)332

If V max
g is less than Vg, then the excess grease ice volume overflows onto the sea333

ice, V o
g = Vg − V max

g , and the volume of grease ice remaining in the lead is updated:334

Vg = V max
g . The solid part of the overflowed grease ice thickens the existing ice, and335

the water part drains to the ocean. Equations 1 - 4 are carried out separately for each336

lead part (lead parts are defined by different values of Hi, e.g., for the parts of the lead337

associated with different ice thickness categories in Figure 2b). The grease ice concen-338

tration, Cn
g , and thickness, Hn

g , are now determined for each lead part, n, from Equa-339

tions (5) and (6), where Vg is now the updated grease ice volume. The total grease ice340

concentration is Cg =
∑

n C
n
g , where Cn

i is the concentration of sea ice in the thick-341

ness category corresponding to lead part n, so Ci =
∑

n C
n
i .342

Cn
g =

LgC
n
i

Y Ci
(5)343

Hn
g =

Vg
Lg

(6)344

3.2 New Sea Ice345

Once grease ice concentration and thickness have been calculated, the atmosphere346

to ocean heat flux, Qa→o, determines whether any, or all, of the grease ice melts back347

into the ocean, freezes to become new sea ice (depending on the sign of Qa→o), or per-348

sists as grease ice to the next model timestep.349

The latent heat of freezing is used to calculate the volume of water that can be frozen350

by Qa→o (or the volume of ice that can be melted). This is converted to the equivalent351

grease ice volume, accounting for the fact that only the water fraction of the grease ice352

can freeze, and only the solid fraction can melt.353

The concentration and thickness of any new sea ice is then determined from the354

concentration and thickness of grease ice, and by the magnitude of Qa→o, following Wilchinsky355

et al. (2015). The latent heat associated with this freeze (or melt) is added to (or sub-356

tracted from) the ice to ocean heat flux that is returned from the sea ice model to the357

ocean model. For cells with low ice concentration (Ci < 0.05), any freezing or melting358

occurs from the surface downwards, i.e., the surface of the grease ice layer freezes (or melts)359

first, and the volume of grease ice to be frozen (or melted) determines the depth to which360

freezing (or melting) occurs. The concentration of the new sea ice is then the grease ice361

concentration, Cg, and the thickness of the new sea ice is the depth to which the grease362

ice froze. Conversely, for cells with Ci > 0.05, we assume that the grease ice occupies363

leads in the sea ice, and freezing and melting occur laterally at the lead walls, i.e., the364

full depth of the grease ice layer freezes (or melts), and the volume of grease ice to be365
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frozen (or melted) determines the concentration of grease ice that freezes (or melts). In366

this case, the thickness of the new sea ice is the thickness of the grease ice, and the con-367

centration is the concentration of the grease ice that froze. The grease ice volume is re-368

duced by the volume of grease ice that has melted or frozen into new sea ice. If not all369

of the grease ice has frozen or melted, then the remainder persists to the next model timestep370

where the solid fraction is added to any new ice volume created from the surface ocean371

freeze-melt potential (Figure 1).372

3.3 Transport373

When sea ice in a cell is transported in the dynamics part of the sea ice model, any374

grease ice that remains in the cell after the freeze-melt steps above is transported with375

it as a passive tracer (grease ice only exists in the sea ice component of the model, not376

the ocean component). To avoid grease ice in ice-free cells remaining static, cells con-377

taining grease ice are required to have Ci > 0.00005 in at least one sea ice category (in378

both the standard HadGEM3-GC3.1 model, and in our modified version that includes379

grease ice, sea ice is melted from categories with concentration lower than this prior to380

the dynamics calculations to avoid numerical instabilities). For cells where the sea ice381

concentration in every thickness category is too low, any sea ice volume in the thinnest382

sea ice category (which may be up to 60 cm thick), is ’spread out’ over the cell in an at-383

tempt to achieve Ci > 0.00005. If this does not result in a layer of sea ice that is at least384

20 cm thick, then the solid fraction of some of the grease ice is considered to be new sea385

ice and removed from the persisting grease ice volume (note that in standard HadGEM3-386

GC3.1 model simulations, the solid fraction of the whole grease ice volume would be con-387

sidered new sea ice).388

3.4 Caveats to the Grease Ice Scheme389

This first attempt to represent grease ice in a fully coupled climate model makes390

the model more physically representative. More comprehensive observations of grease391

ice properties would allow some necessary simplifications to be addressed. For example,392

grease ice in our model does not alter the surface roughness or radiative properties of393

the ocean surface, despite these being different for water- and grease ice-covered surfaces.394

We assume a fixed solid fraction of 25% for grease ice, which is within the range395

of reported values observed in-situ and in laboratory experiments (Maus & De La Rosa,396

2012; Smedsrud & Skogseth, 2006; Winsor & Björk, 2000; Martin & Kauffman, 1981).397

In reality, however, the solid fraction is likely to increase as grease ice solidifies into sea398

ice, as observed in Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) and described by Maus and De La Rosa399

(2012), however more observations are needed to define or parameterise a globally re-400

alistic rate for the increase. In our implementation of the grease ice scheme, brine rejec-401

tion is only associated with the formation of new sea ice, and there is no change to ocean402

salinity when grease ice forms or melts. In reality, the gradual release of brine as grease403

ice solidifies into sea ice can result in a more gradual salinification of ocean surface wa-404

ters (Skogseth et al., 2009), which may have implications for local hydrography in some405

places (Smedsrud & Skogseth, 2006). It is also likely that the water content of grease406

ice is more saline than the ambient ocean water (Heorton et al., 2017; Smedsrud & Skogseth,407

2006), and should therefore be associated with a lower freezing temperature. A range408

of salinities have been observed for grease ice, e.g., Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006), mak-409

ing it difficult to define an appropriate deviation from the ambient salinity. We there-410

fore neglect this and assume the salinity-dependant freezing temperature of water in grease411

ice to be that for the ambient ocean water. This means that the freezing of water within412

the grease ice may be associated with a slightly smaller energy change than is realistic.413

This first implementation of grease ice processes in a coupled model could constitute a414

framework for a more sophisticated representation of grease ice that allows the solid frac-415

tion to evolve, gradually releasing brine and adjusting the ambient ocean salinity. Fur-416
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ther field and/or laboratory studies would be needed to constrain these processes and417

the development is beyond the scope of this work, but is facilitated by it.418

Where grease ice forms in partially ice-covered cells and is subject to herding, a419

value for its granular resistance is required, kr in Equation (1). This is a function of the420

internal friction angle (Lambe & Whitman, 1979), and the grease ice bulk porosity (Dai421

et al., 2004), which are not well known. We set kr = 866 Nm-3, following Wilchinsky et422

al. (2015). Sensitivity tests in that study showed that higher values of kr result in less423

herding, which may mean that leads freeze over faster and newly formed sea ice is thin-424

ner. A similar sensitivity was shown for the assumed lead orientation: smaller angles rel-425

ative to the stress direction result in less herding since the drag stress perpendicular to426

the lead is reduced (Wilchinsky et al., 2015). However, the value for this orientation an-427

gle is necessarily arbitrary since the model contains no information on the orientation428

of sub-grid scale leads. The width of the lead-sea ice element, Y , in Figure 2 is set at429

5 km, following Wilchinsky et al. (2015), however Heorton et al. (2017) show the degree430

to which grease ice is herded against the lead walls is sensitive to this, and Smedsrud and431

Martin (2015) suggest that the square root of the grid cell area may be more appropri-432

ate. At high latitudes, this would mean a different value for different cells, with partic-433

ularly large differences at the latitudes where sea ice advances and retreats each year.434

Setting this value too low, or assuming an inappropriately low angle for the lead orien-435

tation has an effect equivalent to that which results from setting kr too high (Wilchinsky436

et al., 2015), i.e., less herding may result than is realistic. It is hoped that future observation-437

based studies will allow kr to be assumed with greater confidence and provide evidence438

for a statistical distribution of lead orientations.439

4 Data to Assess the Impact of the Grease Ice Scheme440

Changes were made to the ocean and sea ice components of HadGEM3-GC3.1 to441

implement the new scheme for global coupled land-ocean-sea ice-atmosphere simulations442

using historical forcings from January 1964 to December 2013 inclusive. There was no443

discernible impact on computation time. Sea ice area and thickness have a high degree444

of natural variability that is represented by high internal variability in a fully coupled445

climate model (Notz, 2015). We therefore use a three member ensemble of simulations446

with grease ice included (GREASE), for comparison against an equivalent ensemble us-447

ing the standard sea ice formation scheme (STANDARD). The simulations in STANDARD448

formed part of the UK submission to CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016), and the GREASE449

simulations were branched from the STANDARD simulations in 1964. STANDARD sim-450

ulations were branched from the pre-industrial control simulation (Menary et al., 2018)451

at points in that simulation when the climate was in a different state (Sellar et al., 2018),452

and STANDARD and GREASE use the same historical external forcings, described in453

Eyring et al. (2016). Fully coupled models have high internal variability and three en-454

semble members is considered the minimum required for an acceptable representation455

of likely climate in the CMIP6 experiments (Eyring et al., 2016). The spread of climate456

realisations simulated by the ensemble is likely to be greater than the impact of the grease457

ice scheme. The ensembles for GREASE and STANDARD are therefore likely to over-458

lap but impacts from the grease ice scheme should be evident in any persistent differ-459

ence between the ensemble means, as discussed in Eyring et al. (2016) and Flato et al.460

(2013).461

Using historical forcings allows impacts from the scheme to be assessed in the con-462

text of data derived from observations. We present the difference between the sea ice area463

in STANDARD and GREASE alongside the total sea ice area derived from satellite-bourne464

observations using two different algorithms: bootstrapping (J. Comiso, 2017) and the465

NASA Team algorithm (Cavalieri et al., 1996), referred to as BOOTSTRAP and NASATEAM466

respectively. To assess any impact of the grease ice scheme on sea ice thickness and vol-467

ume, we present data from the Pan-Arctic Ice Ocean Modeling and Assimilation Sys-468
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tem (PIOMAS) for the Arctic, which combines satellite-derived sea ice concentration and469

sea surface temperatures with modelling (Schweiger et al., 2011), and for the Antarctic,470

we use data from the Global Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (GIOMAS),471

which combines satellite-derived sea ice concentration with modeling (Zhang & Rothrock,472

2003). PIOMAS data agree well with some sea ice thickness observations in the Arctic473

(Stroeve et al., 2014), but a comparison study of different thickness datasets derived from474

remote observations, including PIOMAS, found all derived sea ice thickness data to be475

associated with reasonably high uncertainty (Wang et al., 2016). In particular, PIOMAS476

may underestimate the thickness of thick ice and underestimate the thickness of thin ice477

(Wang et al., 2016). A paucity of observations means that GIOMAS data have not been478

validated in the Antarctic to our knowledge, although they have been shown to agree479

reasonably well with observations in the Arctic (Zhang & Rothrock, 2003). Nonetheless,480

in the absence of spatially comprehensive Antarctic observations, GIOMAS provides a481

useful dataset, derived partially from observations, for comparison with model results482

and has been used as such in other studies, e.g., Shu et al. (2015).483

Implementing the grease ice scheme does not affect the timing or magnitude of the484

seasonal cycle in total sea ice area (Figures 4 and Figure 5). In the Arctic, the maximum485

and minimum occur in March and August respectively, in agreement with the observation-486

derived data. In the Antarctic, the maximum and minimum occur in September and Febru-487

ary respectively, making the maximum a month later in GREASE and STANDARD than488

in the observation-derived data. For the purposes of this work, ‘winter’ hereafter refers489

to March and September in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres respectively, and490

‘summer’ refers to August and February in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres re-491

spectively. The geographical areas marked in Figure 6 are referred to in the discussion492

of the spatial distribution of effects from the grease ice scheme in Sections 5 and 6.493

Figure 4. Mean seasonal cycle for total sea ice area 1979 to 2013 (the period of overlap be-

tween model simulations and observation-derived data). Bold red and black lines are ensemble

means for GREASE and STANDARD, dashed lines in the same colors are individual ensemble

members. (a) Arctic; (b) Antarctic.

5 Impacts in the Arctic494

In the Arctic, GREASE and STANDARD capture the sea ice minimum area well495

according to BOOTSTRAP, but overestimate the magnitude of the winter maximum area496
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Figure 5. Total sea ice area. Ensemble means for GREASE and STANDARD are in bold,

dashed lines are individual ensemble members. (a) Arctic summer; (b) Arctic winter; (c) Antarc-

tic summer; (d) Antarctic winter. Note the different scales.

Figure 6. The maps show areas referred to in the discussion of local effects of the grease ice

scheme. (a) Arctic (the red dashed line indicates the approximate location of the Greenland-

Scotland Ridge); (b) Antarctic (the red star indicates the approximate location of the Weddell

Sea Polynya).

according to both BOOTSTRAP and NASATEAM (Figure 4a). In this work we restrict497

ourselves to a discussion of the impact of the grease ice scheme, using the observation-498

derived datasets for context, rather than discussing differences between the model and499

observation-derived data more widely.500

The range of Arctic ice thicknesses simulated in GREASE is broader than in STAN-501

DARD, and includes thicker ice in both summer and winter (Figure 7a, b). Herding of502

grease ice against the sea ice edge, and the lateral growth of new sea ice forming in leads,503

means that new sea ice in GREASE may be thicker than new sea ice forming in STAN-504
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Figure 7. Normalised distribution of all sea ice thicknesses (weighted by ice area)

in each dataset for 1979 to 2013 (the period of overlap between model simulations and

observation-derived data). Ensemble means are in bold, dashed lines are individual

ensemble members. The distribution is normalised such that the integral is one (i.e,

Σbins[bin width times frequency density for that bin]=1). The bin width corresponds to a 20

cm thickness range. (a) Arctic summer; (b) Arctic winter; (c) Antarctic summer; (d) Antarctic

winter. Note the different scales.

Figure 8. Total sea ice volume. Ensemble means for GREASE and STANDARD are in bold,

dashed lines are individual ensemble members. (a) Arctic summer; (b) Arctic winter; (c) Antarc-

tic summer; (d) Antarctic winter. Note the different scales.

DARD. In GREASE, new sea ice forming in a partially ice-covered cell may be as thick505

as the existing sea ice, whereas in STANDARD, new sea ice has a uniform thickness of506

up to 60 cm, which is exceeded only once the grid cell has become completely ice cov-507

ered. The PIOMAS thickness distributions do not have the bimodal shape of the STAN-508

DARD and GREASE distributions (Figure 7a, b). The two modes represent single- and509
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multi-year ice. The latter is broadened when the grease ice scheme is implemented be-510

cause grease ice herded in leads against the edge of thick multiyear sea ice persists and511

consolidates into new sea ice with a thickness that may match the multiyear sea ice thick-512

ness. The single mode in PIOMAS may reflect an underestimation of thick ice thicknesses513

in PIOMAS in summer and winter, combined with an overestimation of thin ice thick-514

nesses in winter, as suggested in Wang et al. (2016). There is a cold bias in the standard515

HadGEM3-GC3.1 historical simulations that leads to an overestimation of Arctic sea ice516

thickness (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2018), which is likely to mean that there is too much thick517

Arctic sea ice in STANDARD, and this bias increases in GREASE when the grease ice518

scheme is implemented.519

The total Arctic sea ice volume is greater in GREASE than in STANDARD for most520

of the simulated period (Figure 8a, b). In conditions of non-negligible oceanic and/or521

wind stress, the grease ice scheme introduces a delay to the formation of new sea ice, as522

grease ice is first created, and new sea ice may not form until timestep(s) after the sur-523

face becomes supercooled (in contrast to STANDARD, where surface supercooling is trans-524

formed instantly to new sea ice). Also, new sea ice formed from frozen grease ice is thicker525

than the nilas that is formed in STANDARD, as discussed above, and is less likely to526

cover the open water fraction of a grid cell. Areas of open water therefore take longer527

to freeze over in GREASE than in STANDARD, leaving the ocean subject to increased528

atmospheric cooling and driving the production of an increased volume of sea ice in GREASE,529

relative to STANDARD. The total Arctic sea ice volume simulated in GREASE and STAN-530

DARD becomes more similar towards the end of the timeseries, reflecting the warming531

of the ocean and atmosphere in recent decades (a warmer ocean requires a greater de-532

gree of cooling in order to freeze, and the cooling provided by the atmosphere is reduced533

as the atmosphere warms).534

There are some small local differences in sea ice concentration between GREASE535

and STANDARD (Figure 9), with the grease ice scheme giving a slight decrease in some536

areas in winter and a slight increase in summer. The winter decrease occurs at locations537

where the STANDARD concentration is higher than the NASATEAM climatology, and538

so brings the model slightly closer to the observation-derived data (Figure 9d). The sum-539

mer concentration increases in GREASE however, occur mainly at the edge of the sum-540

mer ice pack, where concentration in STANDARD is already higher than in the clima-541

tology (Figure 9c). Implementing the grease ice scheme therefore pushes the summer con-542

centration in the model further from the climatology, however Figure 4 shows the NASATEAM543

algorithm, from which the climatology is derived, underestimates ice area relative to the544

bootstrap algorithm, as also shown in J. C. Comiso et al. (1997), and the climatology545

may therefore show too small an ice-covered area.546

The effect on Arctic sea ice thickness is much greater than the effect on concen-547

tration, and ice simulated in GREASE is thicker than in STANDARD for most of the548

Arctic Ocean in both winter and summer (Figure 10), similar to results presented in Smedsrud549

and Martin (2015). An exception to this is the northern Barents Sea, where the winter550

ice is slightly thinner in GREASE than in STANDARD (Figure 10d). The thickening551

in GREASE enhances what is already a positive thickness bias in STANDARD, relative552

to PIOMAS. This could be attributable to the assumptions made in the grease ice scheme553

that determine the degree to which the grease ice is herded against lead edges, or may554

be attributable to partially compensating biases elsewhere in the model. Alternatively,555

Arctic sea ice thickness may be underestimated in the PIOMAS data, as suggested by556

the single mode in the thickness distribution, which does not differentiate between single-557

and multiyear ice (Figure 7a, b).558

In both GREASE and STANDARD, new sea ice forms thermodynamically in the559

Arctic Ocean and along coastlines in the Arctic (Figure 11). It is transported to the edges560

of the Arctic Ocean to where it melts, this can be seen in 12a, where positive areas show561

ice moving into a grid cell, increasing the concentration in the cell, while negative val-562
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ues indicate either ice divergence (i.e., ice leaving a grid cell) or ridging within a grid cell563

(reducing the total concentration but leaving the ice volume unchanged). The effect of564

the grease ice scheme on these processes in the Arctic is very small, and is mostly con-565

fined to the edges of the sea ice pack. This is not surprising since Figures 11 and 12 re-566

flect changes in sea ice concentration, which Figure 9 shows to be only slightly affected567

by the grease ice scheme in the Arctic.568

The widespread thickness changes in response to the grease ice scheme are greater569

than may be expected from the increased cooling that follows the increased open water570

area (Figure 9d shows only a slight increase in open water area). It is possible that leads571

remain open for longer in GREASE, leading to production of an increased ice volume572

as discussed above, but that when they freeze over the ice that fills them is thicker, mean-573

ing that the internal stresses are less likely to result in new leads (HadGEM3-GC3.1 uses574

the elastic-viscous-plastic ice rheology from Hunke (2001) to parametrise internal stresses575

resulting from sea ice deformation rather than explicitly representing ice fracture). The576

sea ice concentration may therefore remain largely unchanged, but leads in GREASE may577

persist for longer and occur less frequently. A smaller number of longer-lived leads may578

result in more ocean cooling than a greater number of short-lived leads if the longer open-579

ing time allows convection to develop in the exposed near-surface waters. As cooled (denser)580

surface water sinks, it drives an upwelling of warmer water, allowing the ocean to lose581

more heat to the atmosphere, resulting in greater ocean cooling than occurs if just the582

exposed surface water cools and freezes. The increased cooling drives increased frazil pro-583

duction, and therefore increased sea ice production. This effect can occur even for rel-584

atively shallow convection depths. Figure 13c shows some deepening of the winter mixed585

layer under the pack ice in the central Arctic Ocean in GREASE, relative to STANDARD,586

which suggests increased convection and so supports this explanation (note that the strong587

deepening of the mixed layer in the Barents Sea is not statistically significant). There588

is a shallowing of the winter mixed layer south of Iceland in GREASE, indicating increased589

stratification driven by the higher volumes of meltwater exported out of the Arctic through590

the Denmark Strait, following the greater volume of sea ice, relative to STANDARD. There591

is also a deepening of the winter mixed layer on the north-eastern side of the Greenland-592

Scotland ridge and a shallowing on the south-western side in GREASE, relative to STAN-593

DARD (Figure 13c). Atmospheric cooling creates dense water that sinks on the north-594

eastern side of the ridge, and then flows south, rising to cross the ridge before sinking595

below lighter, warmer water carried northwards by the North Atlantic Current. Increases596

in convection on the north side of the ridge, and in stratification on the south side, may597

indicate increased atmospheric surface cooling on the north side of the ridge but the mixed598

layer is already reasonably deep here in STANDARD, making the anomaly relatively small.599

It is difficult to attribute this effect to changes in model sea ice formation processes and600

further investigation is beyond the scope of this study, but may be worthwhile for fu-601

ture works.602

6 Impacts in the Antarctic603

Both GREASE and STANDARD underestimate the maximum Antarctic sea ice604

area, relative to BOOTSTRAP, but agree well with NASATEAM, although as noted ear-605

lier the simulated maximum occurs around a month later in GREASE and STANDARD606

(Figure 4b). The trend in simulated maximum Antarctic sea ice area is largely unaffected607

by the implementation of the grease ice scheme, and both GREASE and STANDARD608

overestimate the rate of decline relative to BOOTSTRAP and NASATEAM (Figures 5c,609

d). The distributions of sea ice thicknesses in GREASE and STANDARD are similar for610

both summer and winter, but include thicker ice than GIOMAS in summer (Figure 7c,611

d). The decreasing trend in summer and winter sea ice volume is also unaffected by the612

implementation of the grease ice scheme, and disagrees with the slightly increasing trend613

in both of these fields in GIOMAS (Figure 8c, d).614
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It may be anticipated that the impact of the grease ice scheme would be greater615

in the Antarctic (Smedsrud & Martin, 2015), where frazil ice accounts for a greater pro-616

portion of sea ice production than in the Arctic (Maksym, 2012). However, the grease617

ice scheme has little impact on the total Antarctic sea ice area, volume or the overall dis-618

tribution of sea ice thicknesses (Figures 4b, 5c, d, 7c, d, 8c, d), but it does create large619

local differences in Antarctic sea ice concentration and thickness between GREASE and620

STANDARD, particularly in winter (Figures 14 and 15).621

In summer, differences in sea ice concentration between GREASE and STANDARD622

are small (Figure 14c), but sea ice around the Antarctic coast is generally thicker in GREASE623

(Figure 15c), as open water at the coast remains open for longer, exposed to increased624

atmospheric cooling which drives increased sea ice production. In winter, sea ice con-625

centration in the Amundsen Sea is much lower in GREASE than in STANDARD, and626

is similarly decreased (although more weakly) everywhere around the northern sea ice627

edge, except in the Western Pacific, where the sea ice concentration is much higher in628

GREASE than in STANDARD (Figure 14d). There are also changes to winter sea ice629

thickness, with a large increase in the Western Pacific and around the Antarctic Penin-630

sula, a decrease in the Amundsen Sea, and some smaller areas of decrease, for example631

at the location associated with the Weddell Sea polynya (Figure 15d). Differences in thick-632

ness are generally weaker than in the Arctic because Antarctic sea ice is thinner, and so633

the maximum thickness for new sea ice in GREASE is also thinner, making it closer to634

the maximum thickness allowed in STANDARD (note that the scale in Figure 10 is dif-635

ferent to that in Figure 15).636

Sea ice concentration increases thermodynamically in Antarctic coastal polynyas637

in both GREASE and STANDARD (Figure 11b), and the ice is then transported off-638

shore by sea ice divergence (Figure 12b). Coastal polynyas are areas of low concentra-639

tion and thickness in Figures 14a, b and 15a, b. In GREASE, grease ice production has640

replaced at least some of the sea ice that forms instantly in the polynyas in STANDARD,641

meaning that these areas of open water are likely to remain exposed to atmospheric cool-642

ing for longer, increasing sea ice production. Grease ice is transported by the same wind643

and ocean stresses that drive sea ice divergence in Figure 12b, so there may be a decrease644

in sea ice formation at the coast, and an increase slightly north of the coast, where the645

transported grease ice freezes. This happens in the Western Pacific, where coastal sea646

ice formation is reduced in GREASE, relative to STANDARD, creating a negative anomaly647

in Figure 11d. Sea ice divergence at the Western Pacific coast then also reduces, since648

grease ice is transported instead of sea ice, creating a positive anomaly in Figure 12d.649

North of these coastal anomalies, thermodynamic sea ice production increases in GREASE650

where the transported grease ice freezes (Figure 11d). The increase in sea ice concen-651

tration and thickness in the Western Pacific in GREASE, relative to STANDARD (Fig-652

ures 14d and 15d) therefore follows from the enhanced surface cooling at the coastal polynyas,653

despite the increase being displaced from the coast. The increased volume of sea ice form-654

ing in this area leads to an increase in the sea ice divergence that transports ice to the655

northern sea ice edge in the Western Pacific (Figure 12d), resulting in increased melt,656

which drives a shallowing the surface mixed layer in the Western Pacific in Figure 13d657

in GREASE (note that Figure 11 shows changes in ice concentration, so the melting of658

equal areas of thick and thin ice appears the same).659

Similar processes explain the reduction in sea ice concentration and thickness in660

the Amundsen Sea in GREASE, relative to STANDARD (Figures 14d and 15d). There661

is a decrease in thermodynamic sea ice production towards the northern ice edge here662

in GREASE, relative to STANDARD, where the surface mixed layer depth is high in both663

STANDARD and GREASE (Figure 13b, d), indicating convection. In areas of convec-664

tion, warmer water rises to the surface where it cools and sinks, driving an overturning665

and often maintaining a polynya within the sea ice cover. In STANDARD, the super-666

cooled surface water is transformed to sea ice, but in GREASE, grease ice is produced667
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instead. The negative anomaly just south of the Amundsen Sea northern ice edge in Fig-668

ure 11d shows that at least of some of the grease ice does not freeze at the production669

location. In STANDARD, divergence transports sea ice from the convective region to670

the northern ice edge where it melts. In GREASE, some grease ice is transported to the671

ice edge where it melts, without ever having frozen to form sea ice. This production, trans-672

port and melt of grease ice, rather than sea ice, creates the negative-positive anomaly673

pairs close to the northern ice edge in the Amundsen Sea in Figures 11d and 12d. The674

former shows a decrease in the production and melt of sea ice in GREASE, since grease675

ice is produced and melts instead, and the latter shows a reduction in sea ice divergence676

to the northern ice edge in GREASE, since grease ice is transported instead.677

The production of grease ice in place of at least some of the sea ice that forms in678

STANDARD, means that open water areas freeze over less readily in GREASE, enhanc-679

ing atmospheric surface cooling and driving increased convection. This results in a deep-680

ening of the mixed layer in the Amundsen Sea in GREASE, relative to STANDARD (Fig-681

ure 13d). Ordinarily, increased surface supercooling is associated with increased sea ice682

production. However, the proximity of this area to the northern ice edge means that if683

grease ice is produced instead of sea ice, then at least some of it is transported to the684

northern ice edge where it melts without ever having formed sea ice. This reduces the685

sea ice concentration and thickness in the outer Amundsen Sea in GREASE, relative to686

STANDARD (Figures 14 and 15). This reduction is roughly equal in magnitude to the687

increase in the Western Pacific following the implementation of the grease ice scheme,688

and we therefore do not see the same increase in total sea ice volume in the Antarctic689

that we see in the Arctic.690
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Figure 9. Arctic sea ice concentration. Ensemble mean, 1979 to 2013 (the period of over-

lap between model simulations and observation-derived data). Left: summer; Right: winter.

(a) STANDARD, summer; (b) STANDARD, winter; (c) GREASE - STANDARD, summer;

(d) GREASE - STANDARD, winter; (e) NASATEAM climatology, summer 1979 to 2013; (f)

NASATEAM climatology, winter 1979 to 2013. Hatching marks areas not significant at the 95%

confidence level following a student t-test. Note the gray circular polar hole in the satellite-

derived climatology, indicating no data.
–20–©2020 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved
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Figure 10. Arctic sea ice thickness. Ensemble mean, 1979 to 2013 (the period of overlap be-

tween model simulations and observation-derived data). Left: summer; Right: winter. (a) STAN-

DARD, August; (b) STANDARD, winter; (c) GREASE - STANDARD, summer; (d) GREASE -

STANDARD, winter; (e) PIOMAS, summer; (f) PIOMAS, winter.
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Figure 11. Change in sea ice concentration attributable to thermodynamic processes. Ensem-

ble mean, 1964 to 2013, for mid-growth in the seasonal cycle (November in the Arctic and June

in the Antarctic (Figure 4)). (a) STANDARD, Arctic, (b) STANDARD, Antarctic; (c) GREASE

- STANDARD, Arctic; (d) GREASE - STANDARD, Antarctic. Hatching marks areas not sig-

nificant at the 95% confidence level following a student t-test. Note that only sea ice is included

here, not grease ice, and the ring-like features are numerical artefacts from the model advection

scheme.
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Figure 12. Change in sea ice concentration attributable to dynamic processes. Ensemble

mean, 1964 to 2013, for mid-growth in the seasonal cycle (November in the Arctic and June in

the Antarctic (Figure 4)). (a) STANDARD, Arctic, (b) STANDARD, Antarctic; (c) GREASE

- STANDARD, Arctic; (d) GREASE - STANDARD, Antarctic. Hatching marks areas not sig-

nificant at the 95% confidence level following a student t-test. Note that only sea ice is included

here, not grease ice, and the ring-like features are numerical artefacts from the model advection

scheme.
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Figure 13. Ocean mixed layer depth. Ensemble mean, 1964 to 2013, for mid-growth in the

seasonal cycle (November in the Arctic and June in the Antarctic (Figure 4)). (a) STANDARD,

Arctic, (b) STANDARD, Antarctic; (c) GREASE - STANDARD, Arctic; (d) GREASE - STAN-

DARD, Antarctic. Note the different scales for the Arctic and Antarctic. Hatching marks areas

not significant at the 95% confidence level following a student t-test.
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Figure 14. Antarctic sea ice concentration. Ensemble mean, 1979 to 2013 (the period of

overlap between model simulations and observation-derived data). Left: summer; Right: win-

ter. (a) STANDARD, summer; (b) STANDARD, winter; (c) GREASE - STANDARD, summer;

(d) GREASE - STANDARD, winter; (e) NASATEAM climatology, summer 1979 to 2013; (f)

NASATEAM climatology, winter 1979 to 2013. Hatching marks areas not significant at the 95%

confidence level following a student t-test.
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Figure 15. Antarctic sea ice thickness. Ensemble mean, 1979 to 2013 (the period of over-

lap between model simulations and observation-derived data). Left: summer; Right: winter.

(a) STANDARD, summer; (b) STANDARD, winter; (c) GREASE - STANDARD, summer; (d)

GREASE - STANDARD, winter; (e) GIOMAS, summer; (f) GIOMAS, winter. Hatching marks

areas not significant at the 95% confidence level following a student t-test.
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7 Summary and Concluding Remarks691

We have demonstrated a framework whereby grease ice formation and grease ice692

herding processes can be represented in sea ice formation calculations in a fully coupled693

global climate model. Whereas in the standard sea ice formation scheme, sea ice forms694

instantly in response to ocean surface supercooling, it may take several model timesteps695

(depending on the ocean to atmosphere heat flux, this could be several days) for new sea696

ice to form when the grease ice scheme is implemented. This, and the non-uniform thick-697

ness distribution of grease ice (following herding by the wind against sea ice edges), which698

may freeze to form a non-uniform distribution of sea ice, means that areas of open wa-699

ter persist for longer when the grease ice scheme is implemented, prolonging the ocean’s700

exposure to atmospheric cooling and driving increased frazil ice production. For the three701

member ensemble used here, this increased frazil production drives an increase in Arc-702

tic sea ice volume. In the standard sea ice formation scheme, frazil ice is considered to703

be sea ice, whereas in the new scheme presented here, it forms grease ice, which may be704

transported from the supercooling location before freezing to form new sea ice.705

In both hemispheres, implementing the grease ice scheme results in some local re-706

distribution of sea ice. In general, new sea ice in areas of partial ice cover is thicker when707

the grease ice scheme is implemented, following herding of the grease ice against the sea708

ice edge, and the lateral growth of new sea ice, which closes leads laterally (rather than709

forming a cap across the upper surface of the lead). This means that new sea ice may710

be as thick as any existing sea ice in partially ice-covered grid cells. This thickening ef-711

fect is greater in the Arctic, where sea ice is generally thicker, than in the Antarctic, al-712

though the grease ice scheme does drive a thickening of summer sea ice in Antarctic coastal713

areas.714

In the Antarctic, changes in winter concentration, and to a lesser extent thickness,715

are associated with the production of grease ice, rather than sea ice, in polynya regions.716

The increased surface cooling when the grease ice scheme is implemented drives an in-717

crease in both sea ice concentration and thickness in the Western Pacific, as grease ice718

is transported away from the areas of supercooling at the coast and freezes into the ice719

pack, leaving the polynya surfaces exposed to further cooling and further frazil produc-720

tion. In the Amundsen Sea, grease ice forms in an area of convection relatively close to721

the northern ice edge, and is transported northwards to where it melts without ever hav-722

ing frozen to form new sea ice. Sea ice concentration and thickness therefore decrease723

in the Amundsen Sea when the grease ice scheme is implemented. These two regions dom-724

inate the sea ice response to the grease ice scheme in the Antarctic and are of roughly725

equal magnitude, leaving little net change to total Antarctic sea ice volume.726

We have shown that the implementation of a more detailed sea ice formation scheme727

results in some changes to the spatial distribution of sea ice, particularly in the Antarc-728

tic winter, but minimal change to the total area in either summer or winter in either hemi-729

sphere. Including grease ice drives an increase in volume and thickness for simulated Arc-730

tic sea ice, and causes local changes (thinning and thickening) to simulated Antarctic731

sea ice. Sea ice volume represents latent heat and so is important to ocean energy bal-732

ance, but is difficult to estimate from observations because it requires reliable and spa-733

tially comprehensive sea ice thickness measurements. It is important that model calcu-734

lations of sea ice thickness take into account all physical processes that impact on it, so735

that the sea ice volume response to current and future changes in the ocean and atmo-736

sphere can be reliably estimated, despite a lack of observations. Our results concur with737

earlier works (Wilchinsky et al., 2015; Smedsrud & Martin, 2015) in finding model sea738

ice thickness and volume to be sensitive to the representation of sea ice formation, em-739

phasising the need for grease ice processes to be included in models.740

The grease ice scheme presented here makes the representation of sea ice forma-741

tion more physically plausible. This implementation contains some necessary assump-742
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tions which previous works have shown are likely to impact the results, and which could743

be better constrained if more observations of grease ice properties were available from744

field and laboratory studies. More observations of sea ice thickness are also needed, par-745

ticularly in the Antarctic, to constrain model development work and to assess model bi-746

ases in simulated sea ice volume.747

While our knowledge of the precise magnitude of the increase in Arctic sea ice thick-748

ness is limited by the small ensemble size, its scale demonstrates that grease ice forma-749

tion is a relevant and important process for climate simulations. Although in this work750

the thickening effect does not lead to an improved (more realistic) thickness because HadGEM3-751

GC3.1 overestimates historical Arctic sea ice, this is connected to the cold bias in the752

historical simulations, and should not be interpreted to mean that the processes lead-753

ing to increased ice growth are unrealistic. The state of sea ice in a climate model de-754

pends on the interaction of all model components and therefore the implementation of755

a new process, such as grease ice formation, generally requires further tuning steps for756

the other model components. The changes seen here to result from the inclusion of grease757

ice processes in the model, including increased thermodynamic growth in areas where758

there is high ice divergence and/or thick partial ice cover, local effects such as those seen759

in the Amundsen Sea, and greater differences between seasonal and multiyear ice thick-760

nesses, provide a more realistic description of sea ice in those areas, and this can be used761

to inform appropriate tuning for other processes in the model.762
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